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4.3   Edge Detection upon 21/2D Triangular Meshes

Edge detection is a fundamental operation in image analysis, commonly used in vision tasks

as the first stage of image interpretation processes. Typically, edge detection is utilized in

applications that require the recognition or localization of objects contained in a scene.

Several methods have been proposed in the literature to perform edge detection. The

majority can be grouped into two main categories: Gradient and Laplacian methods. The

gradient method detects edges by finding the maximum and minimum of the first derivative

of the given image. On the other hand, the Laplacian method looks for zero crossings in the

second derivative of the image. Both methods work on the assumption that an edge occurs

where there is a steep intensity gradient in the image.

This section presents a technique for detecting edges in triangular meshes. This algo-

rithm detects the triangles of the given mesh with a remarkable variation in slope. The

proposed technique consists of two stages that are described below.

4.3.1   Labeling of Edge Triangles

Given a triangular mesh M, the first stage of the algorithm labels the triangles of M that are

candidates to be edges in the final mesh as follows.

Figure 4.33. Generated synthetic triangular meshes. (left) Rectangular bounded triangular
mesh defining a ramp. (middle) Circular bounded triangular mesh. (right) Free-Form
bounded triangular mesh.
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First, a unitary normal vector is computed for every triangle of the mesh. A uni-

tary vector  perpendicular to the xy reference plane is also generated. Both normal

vectors, and , are illustrated in Figure 4.34(left). If the dot product between  and

is smaller or equal to a small threshold , triangle is labeled as an edge triangle,

Figure 4.34(right). The previous steps are applied to all the triangles of the mesh M. The

final result is a set of triangles labeled as edge triangles. 

If a binary image containing the detected edges is required, those edge triangles will be

the only ones to belong to the final mesh. In this case, the z coordinates of the vertices of

those triangles are set to the maximum intensity value . Starting with this final trian-

gular mesh, the corresponding approximating image can be generated by using any of the

algorithms proposed in chapter 3. That image will represent the required edge image. 

On the other hand, if a binary image representing the edges is not required, a postpro-

cessing is performed on the vertices of those edge triangles in order to smooth the variations

of intensity of the pixels contained in these triangles. In this latter case, the algorithm pro-

ceeds with the following stage.
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Figure 4.34. (left) Normal vector  of a triangle  that belongs to the given mesh and
normal vector  orthogonal to the xy reference plane. (right) Angle  between 
and . If  is smaller than or equal to a small specified threshold , triangle

is labeled as an edge triangle.
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4.3.2 Intensity Smoothing in Labeled Triangles

For every vertex of the labeled triangles, a polygonal patch is considered. A polygonal

patch centered at a vertex  of a triangle is constituted by that vertex and its adjacent

neighbors sorted in counter-clockwise order by convention. Two vertices are considered to

be adjacent if there exists an edge between them. An example that illustrates the polygonal

patches generated for every vertex of a labeled triangle is shown in Figure 4.35.

After generating all the polygonal patches, the algorithm modifies the position of the z

coordinate of the vertices of every edge triangle in order to smooth the intensity values of

the pixels contained in that triangle. The z variation is obtained as follows. The norm of the

cross product between the unitary normal vectors of two adjacent triangles of a polygonal

patch is computed. That value is the sinus of the angle between both normal vectors. For

instance, Figure 4.36 illustrates the normal vectors between every pair of adjacent triangles

taking into account a polygonal patch centered at vertex . The average of the previous

values is then computed by using Equation (4.10):

(4.10)
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Figure 4.35. Polygonal patches associated with the vertices , and of a certain
labeled triangle of the input mesh.
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where ntp is the number of triangles that constitute the polygonal patch. Finally, the algo-

rithm computes the new z coordinate for vertex by using the next equation:

(4.11)

where , 0 for planar regions and 1 for high curvature regions. The previous pro-

cess is applied to all the vertices of the triangles labeled as edge triangles.

The final mesh is generated with the found edge triangles, after modifying the z coordi-

nate of its vertices. Figure 4.37(bottom right) presents an example of the approximating

image that contains the edges obtained after applying the proposed algorithm.

4.3.3 Experimental Results

The edge detection algorithm described above has been evaluated upon several adaptive tri-

angular meshes and also compared to a conventional image processing software, CVIPtools

(Umbaugh, 1998). The processed triangular meshes were obtained with the algorithm

described in Section 3.3.2.

v0

Figure 4.36. (left) Polygonal patch associated with a vertex . (right) Comparison among
the normal vectors of every two adjacent triangles of that polygonal patch.
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Figure 4.37. (top left) 8-bit original image with 262,144 pixels (512x512). (top right)
Triangular mesh that approximates the previous image, with 1,340 points. (bottom left)
Triangular mesh obtained after applying the proposed edge detection technique, with
intensity smoothing applied to edge triangles. (bottom right) Approximating image
generated from the previous mesh.
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Figure 4.37(top right) shows an adaptive triangular mesh. That mesh contains 1,340

points and approximates an 8-bit gray-level image with 262,144 pixels, Figure 4.37(top

left). The given mesh was processed with the proposed algorithm, including the intensity

smoothing process applied to edge triangles. The CPU time to generate the final triangular

mesh shown in Figure 4.37(bottom left) was 0.01 sec. The CPU time after applying the

same operation to the original gray-level image with CVIPtools was 1.32 sec. The reason

for this speedup is that the operations applied in the geometric domain are simpler than the

ones applied in the image domain. Moreover, the number of processed points in the geomet-

ric domain is much smaller than the number of processed pixels in the image domain.

The previous CPU time in the geometric domain can be further reduced if the proposed

algorithm does not consider the intensity smoothing process applied to edge triangles. In

this case, the resulting triangular mesh contains the same information about detected edges,

with the difference that this mesh now represents a binary image that only contains the

detected edges.

Figure 4.38(top right) shows a triangular mesh with 2,113 points. This mesh approxi-

mates an 8-bit image with 262,144 pixels, Figure 4.38(top left). The CPU time of the

proposed edge detection algorithm without intensity smoothing was 0.01 sec., while the

CPU time with CVIPtools was 1.36 sec. Figure 4.38(bottom left) shows the triangular mesh

obtained with the proposed algorithm.

4.4   Segmentation of 21/2D Triangular Meshes

Triangular mesh segmentation is the process of partitioning a given triangular mesh into

uniform regions. A segmentation process requires that the set of generated regions is not

overlapped and that they are homogeneous. Within the image processing field, this process

is referred to as image segmentation. Several segmentation methods that work upon triangu-

lar meshes have been proposed in the literature. Some of them are overviewed in Section

2.6.4.
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Figure 4.38. (top left) 8-bit original image with 262,144 pixels (512x512). (top right)
Triangular mesh with 2,113 points that approximates the previous image. (bottom left)
Triangular mesh obtained after applying the proposed edge detection technique, without
intensity smoothing of edge triangles. (bottom right) Approximating image generated
from the previous mesh.
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Frequently, a segmentation process is the previous stage to a recognition algorithm,

since the detected regions can represent objects or meaningful parts of objects that are con-

tained in the given mesh. 

This section describes an algorithm to segment a given 21/2D triangular mesh. The pro-

posed algorithm applies a region growing process that consists of grouping adjacent

triangles with similar normals. Each group of triangles receives a different label that defines

the region to which it belongs. This process is performed as follows.

4.4.1   Region Growing

Given a triangular mesh M, this algorithm groups adjacent triangles that have similar nor-

mals in order to generate non-overlapping homogeneous regions. The proposed algorithm

applies a recursive growing procedure that receives a triangle T of the given mesh and

returns a list of triangles that belong to the same region as T.

Initially, the algorithm applies a preprocessing stage to the given mesh. Each triangle

of the mesh is initialized with label zero. A triangle with label zero corresponds to a triangle

that does not belong to any region. Additionally, the algorithm also determines whether the

triangle intervenes in the segmentation process (the triangle is non-boundary) or not (the tri-

angle is boundary). In order to determine whether a triangle is boundary or not, the

algorithm computes for every triangle of the mesh the angle between its normal vector and

the xy reference plane. If this angle is larger than a specified threshold near , the trian-

gle is considered to be boundary. Otherwise, the triangle is considered to be non-boundary.

Non-boundary triangles define the searched regions, while boundary triangles define the

boundaries of those regions.

Afterwards, a variable , which keeps the current region number, is set to 1. A non-

boundary triangle T whose label is zero is relabeled with the current value of . Then, a

recursive growing procedure is applied. Each non-boundary triangle with label zero is

examined as follows. Let  be a triangle adjacent to T. The angle between these two trian-

gles is approximated by the dot product of the unitary normal vectors associated with those

triangles. Triangles T and  are considered to belong to the same region if the previous dot
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product is above a given threshold. The previous step is applied again by considering a new

adjacent triangle. Once no more triangles can be added to a region, the recursive growing

procedure concludes and the number of regions is increased. This growing process is

applied until all the non-boundary triangles with label zero have been considered.

The z coordinate value of the vertices of the triangles that belong to the same region is

set to the mean z value of all the vertices of that region. Several approximating images gen-

erated from triangular meshes segmented with the proposed algorithm are shown in the next

section.

4.4.2 Experimental Results

The proposed segmentation process was run upon various adaptive triangular meshes and

also compared with a conventional image processing software, CVIPtools (Umbaugh,

1998). Those triangular meshes are representations of 8-bit images and binary images,

which were obtained with the algorithms proposed in Section 3.3.2 and Section 4.2.2

respectively. The results with two of these triangular meshes representing binary images are

presented in this section. These meshes are shown in Figure 4.39.

λ

Figure 4.39. Triangular meshes upon which the proposed segmentation algorithm is applied.
These meshes contain: (left) 8,502 and (right) 1,134 points. They are representations of
8-bits images with 1,048,576 pixels (1024x1024, Lenna) and 262,144 pixels (512x512,
pens).
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Figure 4.40(left column) shows the approximating images corresponding to the meshes

obtained after applying the proposed segmentation process. Figure 4.40(right column)

shows the result after segmenting the original image with a conventional technique (CVIP-

tools). The number of regions obtained with the geometric process is lower than with the

conventional process. The reason is that the conventional process detects very small regions

caused by noise, while the geometric process is less sensitive to noise, since the adaptive tri-

angular meshes do not capture very small details but the basic shapes present in the images.

Thus, significative regions of the image can be directly identified.

This section also compares the performance of the segmentation technique imple-

mented both in the geometric and in the image domain. Figure 4.41 illustrates the results.

The geometric segmentation was applied to a set of triangular meshes that were obtained

Figure 4.40. (left column) Geometric segmentation: (Lenna) 136 labels and (Pens) 4 labels.
(right column) Conventional labeling: (Lenna) 454 and (Pens) 19.
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with the thresholding algorithm described in Section 4.2.2, considering different thresholds

between 0 and 255. The proposed segmentation technique was more efficient than conven-

tional pixel by pixel processing in all cases, since the number of processed triangles was

significantly smaller than the number of pixels.

As it was mentioned above, the CPU times were measured on a SGI Indigo II with a

175MHz R10000 processor. They do not consider the image-to-mesh and mesh-to-image

stages.

4.5   Feature Extraction upon Binary 21/2D Triangular Meshes

Feature extraction is a crucial stage for many image recognition applications. Specifically, a

feature extraction process is responsible for analyzing the objects contained in a scene in

order to determine its characteristics. In this section, a set of algorithms for feature extrac-

tion from adaptive triangular meshes is proposed. Those meshes are considered to be

representations of binary images which have been previously obtained by applying the

thresholding algorithm described in Section 4.2.2. The white regions contained in those

Figure 4.41. CPU times for the segmentation process, using the proposed and conventional
algorithms.
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meshes are considered to be the objects of interest in the image. The following features will

be extracted from those objects: area, centroid, perimeter, corners, thinness ratio, aspect

ratio and region labels. The proposed algorithms can be used as a preprocessing stage in

order to obtain information about the number of objects contained in a mesh and their asso-

ciated location or shape.

4.5.1   Binary Object Features

Given a triangular mesh M that represents a binary image, the proposed algorithm allows to

extract individual features of the objects contained in M as follows. 

Region Labeling

The first step of the region labeling algorithm determines the closed polygons that define

the boundaries of every white area in the given mesh M. Those polygons are obtained by

determining and labeling the vertical triangles of the mesh. Then, closed polygons are gen-

erated starting with these labeled triangles, following a procedure similar to the one utilized

for the AND and NAND logic operations described in Section 4.2.4.2.

Afterwards, each triangle inside a polygon whose vertices have z coordinate values

equal to  is labeled with a value that represents the region number to which the trian-

gle belongs. Additionally, the z coordinate of the vertices of that triangle is changed to ,

where  represents a z coordinate value that defines region i. 

In order to accelerate further feature extraction operations that can be performed upon

the given mesh M, the obtained regions along with their respective triangles and the poly-

gons that define these regions are kept in a list. Figure 4.42(right) shows the approximating

labeled image corresponding to the final triangular mesh that was obtained after applying

the proposed algorithm to the triangular mesh shown in Figure 4.42(left).

When the labeling operation was applied with CVIPtools (Umbaugh, 1998), the CPU

time was larger than with the proposed algorithm, since all the pixels of the original binary

images are sequentially processed. For example, the time to process the triangular mesh
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shown in Figure 4.42 in the geometric domain was 0.0041 sec., while the same operation in

the image domain took 0.09 sec.

Area

In order to compute the area of the white objects contained in M, the algorithm initially

applies the region labeling process described above. Then, by taking advantage that the tri-

angles that belong to every obtained region are identified, the algorithm computes the

area of region i as:

(4.12)

where is the area of a triangle that is contained in region i, and nt is the number of tri-

angles that belong to region i.

The proposed algorithm was applied to the triangular mesh shown in Figure 4.42(left)

Figure 4.42. Region labeling. (left) Input triangular mesh with 680 points. This mesh
represents a binary image with 262,144 pixels (512x512). (middle) Approximating
binary image generated from the previous mesh. (right) Approximating image with the
labeled regions. This image was obtained from the labeled triangular mesh that was
generated after applying the proposed region labeling algorithm.
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and compared with CVIPtools (Umbaugh, 1998). Similar results were obtained with both

techniques, although the proposed technique was more efficient than CVIPtools in all cases.

For example, the CPU time with the proposed algorithm was 0.0042 sec., while CVIPtools

took 0.04 sec. The reason is that CVIPtools must process the original image pixel by pixel,

while the proposed technique takes advantage that the white areas (objects) are represented

by few triangles.

Centroid

In order to obtain the centroid of an object, the algorithm applies the previous region label-

ing process to identify the white regions present in the mesh. Then, the algorithm computes

the coordinates of the centroid of a region i by taking into account the coordinates

of the vertices of the polygon that defines that region. Hence, the centroid of a region

is obtained as: 

(4.13)

where nv is the number of vertices that define region i. 

This algorithm was also applied to the mesh shown in Figure 4.42(left) and compared

with CVIPtools (Umbaugh, 1998). The results obtained with both techniques were similar.

However, the CPU time with the proposed algorithm was significantly lower (0.00415 sec.)

than with CVIPtools (0.045 sec.).

Perimeter

After applying the previous region labeling process, the algorithm computes the perime-

ter of a region i by taking into account the polygons that constitute every separate region

as follows: 
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(4.14)

where  is the length of a segment of the polygon that defines region i, and ns is the num-

ber of segments that constitute that polygon.

The CPU time of the proposed algorithm when it is applied to the triangular mesh

shown in Figure 4.42(left) was 0.0042 sec., while the same operation with CVIPtools took

0.04 sec.

Corner Detection

Once the region labeling process has been applied, the corners of a region i are determined

by analyzing each pair of consecutive segments from the polygon that defines this region.

Those corners are determined as follows. First, the angle between two consecutive seg-

ments is calculated. If this angle is smaller than a specified angle, the endpoint shared

between these two segments is considered to be a corner. This process is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.43.

The proposed technique was applied to the triangular mesh shown in Figure 4.42(left)

in 0.0047 sec. This operation is not included in CVIPtools.
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Figure 4.43. Illustration of the corner detection process.
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Thinness Ratio

After applying the region labeling process, the thinness ratio corresponding to every region

i is obtained by applying the next equation:

(4.15)

where is the area of region i and is the perimeter of that region. Both features are

computed by applying the previously described algorithms.

The performance of this operation is also better in the geometric domain than in the

image domain. For instance, the proposed technique took 0.0042 sec. in processing the thin-

ness ratio of the objects contained in the triangular mesh shown in Figure 4.42, while a

similar operation with CVIPtools takes 0.08 sec.

Aspect Ratio

After labeling the different regions of the binary triangular mesh, the algorithm determines

the aspect ratio of a region i by computing the coordinates  and 

which define the bounding box of that region. The aspect ratio is then computed as:

(4.16)

The proposed technique has been applied to the triangular mesh shown in Figure

4.42(left) and compared with CVIPtools (Umbaugh, 1998). The CPU time corresponding to

this operation in the geometric domain was 0.0042 sec., while it took 0.05 sec. in the image

domain. The reason is that the proposed algorithm computes the bounding boxes (aspect

ratios) starting with every polygon represented in the given mesh, while CVIPtools must

consider all the pixels of the original image.
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4.6   Histogram Generation upon 21/2D Triangular Meshes

The histogram of a 21/2D triangular mesh shows the distribution of z coordinates contained

in it. Specifically, the histogram is a plot of the number of occurrences of each z value in the

mesh versus the z value itself. A technique for generating histograms from 21/2D triangular

meshes is presented in this section. The proposed technique uses a triangle sampling pro-

cess similar to the one used in the algorithm for image generation from triangular meshes

described in Section 3.4.1. This process is described below. 

Given a triangular mesh M representing, for example, an 8-bit gray level image, an

array with as many counters as gray levels is utilized. All the counters are initially set to

zero. The triangles of the given mesh are then sequentially considered. For each triangle T,

it is necessary to determine what pixels of the approximated image are contained in the pro-

jection of that triangle T onto the xy reference plane, considering that coordinates x and y in

the mesh space are equivalent to the column and row coordinates in the image space. This is

done by first determining the pixels contained in the triangle’s bounding box, such as it was

illustrated in Figure 3.23. From those pixels, the ones contained in triangle T are then

selected. Finally, the z coordinates of those pixels are obtained by evaluating the plane equa-

tion associated with triangle T at the  coordinates that correspond to the selected

pixels.

Each z coordinate represents a gray level determined by the triangular mesh. The

counter associated with that gray level is then increased. When the previous process has

been applied to all the triangles of the mesh, the array of counters keeps the image histo-

gram. This histogram is normalized by dividing all the counters by the total number of

evaluated pixels. 

Several image histograms generated after applying the previous process to different tri-

angular meshes, as well as their corresponding approximating images, are shown in Figure

4.44.

x y,( )
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4.7   Summary

A set of techniques to perform image analysis operations upon adaptive triangular meshes

has been described in this chapter. These techniques allow the application of typical image

analysis operations to 21/2D triangular meshes that represent digital images or terrain sur-

faces. Hence, many of the typical image processing operations performed upon gray level

images can also be performed upon triangular meshes in general.

Figure 4.44(top row) Input adaptive triangular meshes: (left) 7,492, (middle) 7,370 and
(right) 1,593 points. (middle row) Approximating images from the previous meshes:
(left) 512x512 (middle) 512x512 and (right) 256x256 pixels. (bottom row) Histograms
computed from the given meshes in 2.87, 2.46 and 0,87 sec. respectively.
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An additional advantage of the proposed techniques is that since the processed triangu-

lar meshes can be compact representations of digital images, some image analysis

operations applied in the geometric domain to triangular meshes can run more efficiently

than if they are applied in the image domain to the original images pixel by pixel.

Within the developed preprocessing operations, the geometric transformation opera-

tions (rotation, translation, shrinking, stretching and scaling) were trivially implemented by

applying the corresponding geometric transformations to the 3D coordinates of the points

that constitute the input triangular meshes. Besides those basic geometric functions, any

mathematical function can be applied to the points of the given triangular meshes in order to

obtain other types of visual effects. In this way, a technique for deforming triangular meshes

was also described. This technique obtains elliptical bounded meshes from quadrilateral

bounded meshes.

Two techniques that allow the application of both thresholding and quantization opera-

tions upon adaptive triangular meshes were also presented as preprocessing operations. The

described thresholding technique generates triangular meshes that approximate the binary

images that would have been obtained by thresholding the original images pixel by pixel.

This technique applies a single dissection to the given triangular mesh with a plane parallel

to the  reference plane. The dissection plane intersects the z axis at a value that corre-

sponds to a specified threshold. After applying this single dissection, different cross-

sections are obtained from the generated intersection points. 

Finally, those intersection points are triangulated by using the segments that constitute

the cross-sections as constraints for the triangulation. Alternatively, the quantization tech-

nique applies a multiple dissection process to the given triangular mesh. This technique

dissects the given mesh with as many horizontal planes as desired z values. Each mesh dis-

section is obtained by applying the previous thresholding algorithm. The range of z values

contained between two consecutive parallel planes are mapped to a single z value. 

Within the algebraic operations, two basic families were described: arithmetic and

logic operations. The arithmetic operations include addition and subtraction, while the logic

z 0=
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operations include: AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR and NOT operations. The proposed

techniques utilize an algorithm that allows to perform boolean operations among 2D poly-

gons (Murta, 1999). The proposed arithmetic operations can also be used for integrating

triangular meshes.

A technique to select a region-of-interest upon an adaptive triangular mesh has also

been developed. This technique dissects the given mesh with a set of segments that define a

closed polygon representing the desired region-of-interest (ROI). The proposed technique

preserves the triangles of the given mesh which are contained inside the selected ROI.

Those triangles generate an interior triangular mesh. Both, the intersection points obtained

after the dissection process and the points that delimit the boundaries of the interior triangu-

lar mesh are retriangulated, giving rise to an exterior triangular mesh. Finally, the interior

and exterior triangular meshes are merged in order to obtain the triangular mesh that repre-

sents the selected ROI.

Several techniques for generating synthetic triangular meshes have also been

described. Four types of triangular meshes with different boundaries can be generated: rect-

angular, circular, elliptical and polygonal contours.

An edge detection technique upon triangular meshes has also been proposed. This tech-

nique detects the triangles of the given mesh that have a remarkable variation in slope. The

algorithm labels the triangles that are candidates to be edges in the final mesh by analyzing

the angle between the normal of every triangle of the mesh and the xy reference plane. If

this angle is smaller than a predefined threshold, the triangle is labeled as an edge triangle.

Edge triangles are projected onto the xy reference plane, by setting the z coordinate of their

vertices to 0. An optional intensity smoothing process can also be applied to the edge trian-

gles. This process allows to smooth the intensity values of the pixels contained in the edge

triangles.

In order to partition a given triangular mesh into uniform regions, a technique that

allows the segmentation of adaptive triangular meshes has been proposed. This technique

applies a region growing procedure that groups adjacent triangles with similar normals.
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Each group of triangles receives a different label that defines the region to which it belongs.

The regions generated with the proposed technique are homogeneous and do not overlap. 

Several techniques to perform feature extraction from triangular meshes representing

binary images have also been implemented: area, centroid, perimeter, corner detection, thin-

ness ratio, aspect ratio and region labeling.

Finally, a technique for histogram generation from adaptive triangular meshes has also

been proposed. This algorithm is based on the technique for image generation from triangu-

lar meshes described in Section 3.4.1.

As it was mentioned above, an important advantage of applying the previous analysis

operations in the geometric domain is that some of them run significantly faster than in the

image domain. For example, the geometric transformations, thresholding, edge detection,

segmentation and feature extraction operations are more efficient in the 3D space than if the

same operations are performed upon the individual pixels that constitute the original

images.

On the other hand, the quantization, algebraic and ROI selection operations are more

efficient in the image domain than in the 3D domain. These techniques are only advanta-

geous when adaptive triangular meshes representing, for instance, terrain surfaces have to

be processed from the beginning.
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